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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Power Pivot is a feature of
Microsoft Excel. It is available as an add-in in Excel 2010 and 2013, and is included natively in Excel
2016. PowerPivot extends a local instance of Microsoft Analysis Services Tabular that is embedded
directly into an Excel Workbook. This allows a user to build a ROLAP model in PowerPivot, and use
pivot tables to explore the model once it is built. This allows Excel to act as a Self-Service BI
platform, implementing professional expression languages to query the model and calculate
advanced measures.PowerPivot primarily uses DAX (Data Analysis Expressions) as its expression
language, although the model can be queried via MDX in a row set expression. DAX expressions
allow a user to create measures based on the data model, which can summarize and aggregate
millions of rows of table data in seconds. DAX expressions resolve to T-SQL queries in the Formula
and Storage Engines that drive the data model, abstracting the more verbose and tedious work of
writing formal queries to excel-like formula expressions.This updated and expanded second edition
of Book provides a user-friendly...
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A fresh electronic book with a new perspective. It is one of the most remarkable book we have go through. Your daily life period will likely be transform the
instant you full reading this article pdf.
-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M

This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda-- Celestino B la nda
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